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An in-beam study of excited states in the transfermium nucleus252No has been performed using the recoil
separator RITU together with the JUROSPHERE II array at the University of Jyva¨skylä. This is the second
transfermium nucleus studied in an in-beam experiment. Levels up to spin 20 were populated and compared to
levels in 254No. An upbend is seen at a frequency of 200 keV/\ corresponding to spin 16. We also use an
improved systematics to connect the energy of the lowest 21 state with its half-life and find that the defor-
mation of both252,254No is slightly larger than previously assumed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei far from stability are an important testing groun
for the predictive power of nuclear models. One region
ongoing interest is the transfermium region with its goal b
ing the discovery of a spherical superheavy nucleus wit
mass aroundA.300 @1–4#. While the heaviest nuclei can a
present be produced and detected at a rate of a few nucle
month, the experimental observables mainly yield half-liv
a decay energies and branching ratios, and production c
sections. These quantities already constrain the param
space of nuclear structure calculations considerably and a
powerful tool for the study of odd mass nuclei, but today
still cannot distinguish between theoretical predictions
the next spherical shell gap on a purely experimental ba

Predictions for the structure of a spherical superhe
nucleus range fromZ5114 in the Woods-Saxon model@5# to
Z5120 in relativistic mean field calculations@6# to Z5126
in Hartree-Fock self-consistent calculations@7#. The recently
reported isotopes of elements withZ5114 @4# and Z5116
@8# are still on the neutron deficient side for a neutron gap
N5184, but approach the (Z,N)5(120,172) prediction.

These heaviest systems are produced at the dete
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threshold with production cross sections around 1 pb and
possibility of performing any kind of spectroscopy wit
these nuclei and obtaining detailed level schemes will no
achieved for many years. However, modern techniques s
as recoil decay tagging~RDT! @9–11# allow in-beamg spec-
troscopic studies on reaction channels as weak as a few
dred nanobarns. The usefulness of this technique in the tr
fermium region has recently been demonstrated in sev
studies of theZ5102 nucleus254No @12–14#. The produc-
tion cross section for254No in the 208Pb(48Ca, 2n) reaction
was 2–3mb, mainly because of the very favorable combin
tion of a doubly magic target and projectile@12,13,15,16#.

The region around254No is predicted@6,7,17–19# to be
well deformed and indeed the available experimental d
show that these nuclei exhibit quadrupole deformations
b2.0.25– 0.3 leading to rotational level schemes. The
formed mean field causes a splitting of the spherical sin
particle levels from around the predicted spherical gaps a
therefore, gives us a chance to probe these orbitals in
lower mass region.

In this paper we discuss a study of the neighbor
nucleus252No via the 206Pb(48Ca, 2n) reaction with a pro-
duction cross section ofs.220 nb.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was carried out using the JUROSPHE
II array coupled to the gas-filled separator RITU at the U
versity of Jyväskylä @11#. This setup has the advantage th
the lead target is in the separator gas volume and can thu
stationary while still easily withstanding the thermal load
up to 25 pnA of 48Ca beam. The targets were made fro
isotopically highly enriched206Pb as self-supporting foils o
500mg/cm2. The beam was produced by theK130 cyclotron
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R.-D. HERZBERGet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014303
with a laboratory energy of 215.5 MeV at the center of t
target. A rough excitation function was performed betwe
211 MeV and 220 MeV and the energy was chosen 2 M
above the maximum to enhance the population of higher s
states@14#.

During the beamtime a total of (9.360.9)31016 48Ca nu-
clei passed through the target and 2800a decays from the
ground state of252No were detected at the focal plane
RITU. To estimate the cross section, one has to take
account the various decay branches. In@20# the following
values are adopted~a! a, 58610%; ~b! fission, 1965%; and
~c! b1, 23612%. Theb1 branch is based on calculation
@21#. If indeed a largeb1 branch of 23612% were present
the a spectrum shown in Fig. 1 should contain a large pe
from 252Fm at 7.04 MeV. The observed peak contains
615 events that sets an upper limit to the ratio ofb1/a
51.6(5) %. Using the measured ratioa/SF575.8/24.2@20#,
we obtain the decay branches of252No as~a! a, 74.864%;
~b! fission, 2464%; and~c! b1, ,1.6%.

Assuming that only 50% of thea’s are detected as ful
energy a’s and taking into account the relative dec
branches given above, this means that 75006400 252No nu-
clei were produced, giving a product of production cro
section and separation efficiency ofse.(5566) nb. We
give the productse rather than the individual values becau
of the problems inherent in determining the separator e
ciency for these heavy systems precisely. Assuming a R
efficiency of 25% gives a cross sections5(220625) nb in
rough agreement with the cross sections found in the lite
ture @22,23#.

g rays were detected in the JUROSPHERE II array c
sisting of 27 Compton suppressed HPGe detectors~15 Euro-
gam Phase I, 5 Nordball, 7 Tessa! with a total photopeak
efficiency of 1.7%. The beam current used was limited by

FIG. 1. Totala decay spectrum in the focal plane of RITU. On
252No is produced directly, the peaks labeled248Fm and244Cf stem
from the daughter and granddaughter decays, respectively.
small peak at 7.04 MeV stems from thea decay of252Fm produced
via theb1 branch of252No and the subsequente decay of252Md.
01430
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count rate in the detectors in the forward direction, whi
was kept below 11 kHz.

g rays from 252No were identified in two ways. First we
exploited the fact that the 2n evaporation channel is the onl
fusion-evaporation channel open in this reaction and
g-recoil coincidence was used. Here the identification of
recoiling 252No nuclei was greatly helped by the introductio
of a multiwire proportional counter~MWPC! 10 cm in front
of the position sensitive focal plane Si implantation detec
Using the energy loss signal in the MWPC~dE! in conjunc-
tion with the full energy signal in the implantation detect
~E! and the observed time of flight~TOF! between the
MWPC and the implantation detector a clean identificat
of the 252No evaporation residues was possible andg ray
spectra could be recorded. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 wh
two of the three projections of theE-dE-TOF cube on the
E-dE, the E-TOF, and the TOF-dE planes are shown. The
contour lines show the location of all recoil events stemm
mainly from scattered beam particles and transfer produ
while the dots show those events that are accompanied
subsequent characteristic252No a decay. The plot also allows
an estimate of the number of random correlations in this d
set. Setting various gates on the recoil distribution in t
three dimensional parameter space allows the peak to b
ground ratio to be optimized in the coincidentg spectra. The
top and middle panels of Fig. 3 show two examples ofg
spectra obtained with wide and optimized gates as indica
in Fig. 2. Although the statistics suffer from the narrow
gates, it is clear that the higher transitions especially~above
400 keV! can be identified much better.

Second, an unambiguous identification of the observeg
rays on an event-by-event basis was performed using
recoil decay tagging method@10#. As each recoil is im-

he

FIG. 2. Top: Time of flight versus recoil energy. Bottom: Ener
loss in the MWPC versus recoil energy. The dots show the252No
nuclei identified by theira decay. The contour lines show the di
tribution of all recorded recoil events in the RITU focal plane. T
thick contours show the positions of the final gates for252No.
3-2
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SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSFERMIUM NUCLEI:102
252No PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014303
planted into the position sensitive implantation detector ag
rays in coincidence are stored. If a252No a decay is observed
within three half-lives after the implant at the same posit
of the implantation detector, the recoil is identified and theg
rays are incremented into an RDT spectrum shown in
bottom panel of Fig. 3. Considering that the fission bran
reduced thea decay probability, this procedure served on
to uniquely identify theg rays observed in the recoil gate
spectra. No peaks were found in the recoil gated spectra
did not belong to252No and therefore all subsequent da
analysis was performed with the recoil gated spectra onl

The setup also allowed the tagging of recoils by detect
a fission event within a suitable time interval after the rec
implant. The results of this procedure will be reported el
where.

III. RESULTS

The half-life of 252No could be determined from the tim
difference between the implanted recoil and the subsequea
decay. Since there is a finite probability of a second rec
being implanted in the same pixel before the previously
planted recoil has decayed, a background component w
half-life corresponding to the average implantation rate
pixel has to be taken into account when determining
252No half-life. The true lifetimet is obtained from the two
apparent componentstshort and t random via t215tshort

21

FIG. 3. Top: All g rays in coincidence with a252No recoil
nucleus. Middle: Only thoseg rays where the recoil passes the ga
indicated in Fig. 2. Bottom:g rays identified through a subseque
a decay within three half-lives of the252No recoil.
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21 . In Fig. 4 the decay curve is shown together with

double exponential fit employing the procedure given
Bartsch et al. @24#, yielding the half-life of 252No as T1/2
5(2.460.3) s consistent with the previous values ofT1/2

5(2.2520.16
10.18) s @15#, T1/25(2.420.4

10.5) s @23#, T1/25(2.3
60.2) s@25#, andT1/25(2.460.2) s@26#.

From theg spectra we observe a rotational structure ve
similar to that found in254No. In these heavy systems th
total conversion coefficient forE2 transitions is consider
able, falling below unity only at transition energies abo
220 keV. However, a Harris fit to the lowest six visibleg rays
allows an extrapolation to the lower transition energies
cording to the prescriptions given in@27–29#. This procedure
gives good fits only for one choice of spins with the 167-ke
g ray stemming from the 61→41 E2 transition. We there-
fore give the spin assignments without parentheses, e
though no direct measurement of the multipolarities involv
was possible. In the fit procedure the transitions in the
bend region above the 121 level were excluded and Harri
parametersJ0564.45\2/MeV andJ15206.9\2/MeV3 were
obtained.

Assuming no direct feeding to the 61 state one can com
pare the intensity ratioI (81→61)/I (61→41) to the pre-
dictions assuming eitherE2 or E1 character for both transi
tions. The experimental ratio isI (81→61)/I (61→41)
51.860.7 that must be compared to the expected val
I (81→61)/I (61→41)52.1 for E2 transitions andI (81

→61)/I (61→41)50.93 for E1 transitions, favoring the
former. The same ratio as forE2 transitions is expected fo
M1 transitions. However, from the number of recoils pass

s

FIG. 4. Thea decay of252No. Indicated are the two componen
of the decay curve. The resulting half-life isT1/252.4(3) s ~see
text!.

TABLE I. Comparison of the expected and observed intensi
for the two transitions at 167 keV and 224 keV given as a funct
of the internal conversion coefficient for the indicated multipola
ties. The electric quadrupole character is favored.

pl 167 keV 224 keV

M1 1161 1862
E1 131615 119614
E2 3764 6468

Expt. 2666 4468
3-3
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the gates, the absolute efficiency of the JUROSPHERE a
the conversion coefficients, and the relative population of
states~from @14#! for the 167 keV and 224 keV transition
one finds that the assignment ofE2 is strongly favored~see
Table I!.

Figure 5 shows the level scheme obtained from the
served transitions. The dashed transitions are from the
trapolation only. The two numbers given are the observeg
intensity normalized to the intensity of the 101→81 transi-
tion and the total conversion coefficient for the transiti
assumingE2 character for all transitions~in italics! @30#.

The highest transitions are visible at the statistical lim
but combining the information from the recoil tagged spec

FIG. 5. Level scheme of252No. The numbers on the left han
side of a transition indicate the relative intensity of theg transition,
the number in italics below it gives the internal conversion coe
cient. The spin labels are given without parentheses, althoug
spin has been measured directly. See the discussion in the tex
01430
y,
e

-
x-

,
a

and the RDT gives reasonable confidence in these tra
tions. Any higher lying transition will be difficult to populate
as the cross section drops rapidly as the energy is fur
increased.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experimental data shows that the nucleus252No is a
well deformed nucleus with a well defined rotational lev
sequence. It is now interesting to compare the level sche
to that of 254No. Table II summarizes all data on level ene
gies available for both nuclei and shows how similar the
nuclei are. The dynamic moments of inertia plotted for bo
nuclei in Fig. 6 show that252No shows signs of an upben
aroundv.200 keV/\, while the behavior of254No is much
smoother. This is illustrated much more clearly in the botto

-
no

FIG. 6. Top: The moments of inertia for252No ~squares! and
254No ~triangles!. Bottom: The same, but a smooth Harris referen
has been subtracted from both moments of inertia. While star
out very similarly, the252No nucleus seems to create an upbe
around a frequency of 200 keV/\ corresponding roughly to spin 16

TABLE II. Summary of the transition energies observed f
252No ~This work, @38#! and 254No ~@12–14#!.

Ji→Jf
252No 254No

21→01a 46.4~10! 44.0
41→21a 107.4~8! 102.0
61→41 166.9~3! 158.9
81→61 223.8~2! 214.1

101→81 277.2~2! 267.2
121→101 328.4~3! 318.2
141→121 375.5~4! 366.5
161→141 416.7~4! 413
181→161 453.2~7! 456
201→181 483.7~7! 498

aEnergy not measured, but extrapolated from Harris fit.
3-4
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half of Fig. 6, where the dynamic moments of inertia a
plotted with the smooth Harris reference subtracted.

This behavior can be reproduced by calculations using
Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov method with Lipkin-Nogami a
proximate particle projection@31# where the influence of vol-
ume and surface pairing is investigated in detail. There i
found that the dynamic moments of inertia of252,254No are
very similar at low frequencies. At frequencies above 2
keV/\ the dynamic moment of inertia of252No increases
more strongly than that of254No in qualitative agreemen
with the experimental data.

It is possible to derive a quadrupole deformation from
extrapolated 21→01 transition energy from the prescrip
tions of Grodzins@32# and Raman@33#. However, these glo-
bal formulas have to be treated with caution in this m
region if they are to give anything more than a rough idea
the deformations involved. The uncertainties especially h
to be estimated very carefully, as the parameters entering
fit are usually highly correlated. Unfortunately, these cor
lation matrices are not given in@33#. We therefore plotted the
available data from the ENSDF database on half-lives
247 21

1 states in even-even nuclei with massesA.56 versus
the different approaches and get an estimate for the scatt
the datapoints at the high mass end of the distribution.
also fitted the distribution of all suitable data included in t
NUDAT database available at the BNL@34#. The three global
approaches are ‘‘Grodzins,’’

tg5~2.7460.91!31013E24Z22A; ~1!

‘‘Raman’s best fit,’’

tg5~1.2560.50!31014E2~4.0060.03!Z22A~0.6960.05!; ~2!

‘‘This work,’’

tg5~2.961.5!31012E2~3.80760.023!Z22A~1.23760.065!.
~3!

The energies are in keV and the lifetimes in picoseconds.
three global approaches give the lifetime to within 30%. T
gives an uncertainty for the quadrupole deformation
roughly 15%.

The actinide nuclei lie on a somewhat different trajecto
from the lower mass nuclei. We therefore also performe
local fit to just 23 nuclei with massA.200 andE(21

1)
,150 keV. This resulted in a much reduced scatter of
data for this region, but must be regarded as nothing m
than a local parameter fit to the data,

‘‘Local fit,’’ ln ~tgZ2!5~65.1564.22!

2~4.01760.111!ln~E!

2~5.2360.70!ln~A!. ~4!

The correlation matrix for the parameters is given in Ta
III and clearly shows that the correlations are extremely
portant in this case. Within the range of the fit, the over
uncertainty of the lifetime is 14% giving an uncertainty f
b2 of 7%. Figure 7 shows the relevant data points toget
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It must be noted, that in the Cf and Cm nuclei whe

Coulomb excitation studies are available@35#, the level en-
ergies are of the order 43 keV, and the measuredB(E2) ↑ are
around 15 e2 b2 giving quadrupole deformations ofb2

.0.3. Taking the extrapolated energies for252,254No, E21
252

546.461.0 keV andE21
254544.260.4 keV, we get deforma-

tion parametersb2
25250.2860.02 and b2

25450.2960.02.
These values are slightly higher than the valueb2

25450.27
60.02 given in@12,13#, but there the global fits were use
In the light of the global fit performed in this work, even th
uncertainty of that value seems to be underestimated b
factor of 2.

The trend predicted from this data is that252No should be
slightly less deformed than254No, simply because the energ
of its lowest 21 state is somewhat higher than that of254No.
Any other conclusions are marred by the large uncertain
involved in getting a lifetime from a systematic approac
Direct lifetime measurements using Coulomb excitation
inverse kinematics are highly desirable for all nuclei in th
region.

Interesting systematics have been given by Zamfiret al.
@36#, who plot theB(E2;21→01)Q values of heavy nucle
against the productNpNn . The quantityNpNn is the product
of valence particles or holes and is, therefore, sensitive to
location of the next spherical shell gap and the subscripQ
indicates that the effects of hexadecapole deformation h
been removed from the data@36#,

B~E2;21→01!Q5B~E2;21→01!S Q~b450!

Q~b4Þ0! D
2

.

FIG. 7. Experimental lifetimes~measured in ps! versus excita-
tion energy. The dashed lines show the uncertainty of the fit~Eq. 4!.

TABLE III. Correlation matrix for the local fit~Eq. 4! ln(tgZ
2)

5a1bln(E)1cln(A) with a565.1564.22,b524.01760.111,c5
25.2360.70 usingt in ps andE in keV.

a b c

a 1.000 20.874 20.998
b 20.874 1.000 0.846
c 20.998 0.846 1.000
3-5
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This correction is also applied to theB(E2) values for
252,254No but using the deformation parameters of both M¨l-
ler et al. @19# and Sobiczewskiet al. @37# they are smaller
than 5% for252No and 2% for254No, respectively. This is
much less than the uncertainties due to the extrapolation
cedure that are around 12%, see Table IV.

Assuming a shell gap to be either at (Z,N)5(114,184),
(Z,N)5(120,172) or at (Z,N)5(126,184), the valuesNpNn
for 252,254No are quite different. In Fig. 8 the systematics
shown together with theB(E2)Q values for both nobelium
isotopes using either (Z,N)5(114,184) ~closed circles!,
(Z,N)5(120,172) ~open triangles! or (Z,N)5(126,184)
~open circles! as the next shell gap. The errorbars are s
fairly large and the uncertainties involved in such a pro
dure preclude definitive statements.

An in-beamg spectroscopic study of the transfermiu
nucleus252No has been performed. The ground state ro
tional band was observed up to spin 20\. From a Harris fit
the energy of the highly converted 21→01 transition was
determined as 46.4~10! keV. This is somewhat higher tha
the corresponding transition energy in254No. A careful reex-
amination of the systematic dependence of the lifetime of
21

1 state on its energy for very heavy nuclei has led to
revised quadrupole deformation ofb2

25250.3160.02 and
b2

25450.3260.02 at variance with earlier estimates using t
global systematics ofb2

25450.2760.02. The ground state
band of 252No shows an upbend at a frequency ofv
.200 keV/\ that is absent in254No. Further experiments
aimed at the observation of the lowest two transitions

TABLE IV. Transition energies in keV and reduced transitio
probabilities in W.u. for the lowest 21 states in252,254No. For the
definition of B(E2;21→01)Q see the explanation in the text.

E(21) B(E2;21→01) B(E2;21→01)Q

252No 46.461.0 390650 370650
254No 44.061.0 420650 410650
01430
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conversion electron spectroscopy are highly desirable to
tablish the low energy part of the level scheme and plan
the future.
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